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13-Jul 12-Jul Chg 13-Jul 12-Jul Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 12,238.76      12,095.34 1.19%   RM/USD 4.0510       4.0410       0.25%

  FBM KLCI 1,721.93        1,703.57    1.08%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 12,146.21      12,014.89 1.09%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,147.00    2,204.00   -2.59%

  DJIA 25,019.41      24,924.89 0.38%   Oil/barrel (US$) 71.01          70.38         0.90%

  S&P 500 2,801.31        2,798.29    0.11%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,241.45    1,241.89   -0.04%

  NASDAQ 7,825.98        7,823.92    0.03%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 523.00       524.00       -0.19%
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 Corporate  News 
 
Top Glove: Aspion's price tag overstated by RM640.5m 
Top Glove’s legal suit against Adventa Capital Pvt Ltd stemmed from its discovery that all is not as it appeared at its 
newly acquired surgical glove manufacturing company Aspion SB. It discovered irregularities in certain Aspion balance 
sheet items after completing the acquisition on April 4 this year in particular its inventories, plant and machinery. It 
subsequently conducted an investigation into the new subsidiary and appointed an independent accounting firm to 
look into the irregularities in Aspion's accounts, as well as the possible overstatement of the acquisition price for 
Aspion. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Econpile bags RM122m bored piling contract 
Piling and foundation specialist Econpile has bagged a RM122m contract to undertake working bored piles for the 
proposed Pavilion Damansara Heights (Parcel 2) mixed development at Jalan Damanlela here. The latest contract 
represents the group’s 2

nd
 contract win for Phase 2 of the project, having secured a RM18m contract for contiguous 

bored piling in September last year. It was also awarded a RM570.1m contract to undertake bored piling and 
substructure works for Phase 1 in February 2017. Their wholly-owned subsidiary Econpile (M) SB had on Friday (July 6) 
received a letter of award from Jendela Mayang SB to undertake construction and completion of working bored piles 
for Phase 2. (Source: The Edge) 
 
E.A. Technique sees improved financial performance in FY18 
E.A. Technique is optimistic of a significant improvement in its FY2018 financial performance compared to 2017. The 
Managing Director attributed the optimism to several factors, including the company securing new contracts to supply 
3 super crew boats over the past 2 months. The contracts, under the Integrated Logistics Control Tower (ILCT) 
programme, were awarded by oil majors Petronas Carigali, Enquest Petroleum and ExxonMobil. The contracts are for 
a firm 3 years with an extension period of another 2 years, while the total value of the contracts is about RM80m 
including the option. (Source: Bernama) 

 
N2N Connect pays RM5.3m tax bill 
N2N Connect has paid a total of RM5.32m in additional income tax and penalty for the years of assessment 2012 to 
2016 to the Inland Revenue Board. The amount was paid by the group and its wholly-owned subsidiary N2N Global 
Solutions SB. The IRB had slapped N2N and N2N Global Solutions with an additional tax of RM3.67m and RM1.65m in 
penalty. N2N shares closed up one sen or 0.75% at RM1.34 today, with 1.42m shares traded, for a market 
capitalisation of RM767.0m. (Source: The Edge) 
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Competition brings LPI Capital's 2Q profit down 3%, pays 26 sen dividend 
Competition in the Malaysian general insurance industry has resulted in a lower profit margin for LPI Capital, which 
saw its net profit decrease by 3.4% to RM65.74m for the 2QFY18 from RM68.06m in 2QFY17. This resulted in lower 
EPS for the current quarter under review of 16.5 sen compared with 17.09 sen in 2QFY17. LPI recorded revenue of 
RM353.05m in 2QFY18, which was marginally higher than its 2QFY17 revenue of RM352.71m. The group declared a 
first interim dividend of 26 sen per share, payable on Aug 1. For the 1HFY18, LPI reported a slightly lower net profit of 
RM138.24m compared with RM138.63m a year ago. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Top Glove seeks RM715m damages, losses from Adventa Capital in Singapore 

Top Glove and its wholly-owned subsidiary Top Care SB have initiated arbitration proceedings against Adventa Capital, 
claiming RM714.86m in damages and losses suffered. This follows the fraudulent misrepresentations made by 
Adventa Capital to induce Top Glove and Top Care into entering a SPA. Top Glove and Top Care will elect to affirm the 
SPA and only claim for damages. If Top Glove and Top Care succeed in their arbitration proceedings against Adventa 
Capital, the tribunal may award interest at such rate and in respect of any period which the tribunal determines to be 
appropriate. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Pestech gets nod to Cambodian listing of unit 
Pestech International has obtained the green light from the Securities and Exchange Commission of Cambodia for the 
proposed listing of its wholly-owned subsidiary Pestech (Cambodia) PLC (Pestech Cambodia) on the main board of the 
Cambodia Securities Exchange. It had received notification yesterday that the SECC has granted the approval-in-
principle to Pestech Cambodia which is involved in the construction of electrical substations and transmission lines for 
its proposed listing accordance with the laws and regulations in force in Cambodia. The SECC has also granted the 
approval-in-principle and the registration-in-principle for the disclosure document of the proposed listing. (Source: The 
Edge) 
 
Multi Sports clarifies confusion over SC reprimand 

Multi Sports has clarified that the reprimand it received from SC for knowingly furnishing financial statements that 
were false or misleading to Bursa Malaysia was related to 5 quarterly earnings. The 5 quarterly earnings were for 
1Q15, 2Q15, 3Q15, 4Q15 and 1Q16, which were prepared and submitted prior to the appointment of new directors on 
Oct 4, 2016. The new directors, in the course of their investigation, had discovered information on litigation in China 
involving the subsidiaries of Multi Sports and SC relates to these litigations. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Malaysian airports see 9.7% spike in passenger traffic in June 

MAHB saw 9.7% more passengers pass through the 39 airports it manages in the country in June this year at 8.38m, 
from 7.64m a year ago. This is the highest growth registered for a month in 2018. International and domestic 
passenger traffic grew by 8.3% and 11.1% to 4.21m and 4.17m respectively in June 2018 from 3.88m and 3.76m 
respectively in June 2017. Domestic sector registered the 1st positive growth since November 2017. The average 
domestic load factor at 76.2% was also the highest for the year. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Revenue Group IPO's public tranche oversubscribed by 11.22 times 

Revenue Group, en route to list on the ACE Market of Bursa Malaysia on July 18, saw the public portion of its IPO 
oversubscribed by 11.22 times. The cashless payment solutions provider said 3,699 applications for 136.21m new 
shares, valued at RM50.4m, were received for 11.14m new shares that were made available for public subscription. 
The 11.14m new shares available for application by eligible directors and employees have also been fully subscribed, it 
added. In addition, 16.71m new shares earmarked for identified investors were fully placed out. (Source: The Edge) 
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Hartalega among top 20 in Nikkei's Asia300 Power Performers 
Hartalega was the highest ranked Malaysian company in the Nikkei Asian Review's 3

rd
 annual Asia300 Power 

Performers Ranking. Hartalega was 11
th

 overall in its ranking. The Asia300 list is Nikkei's exclusive selection of the 
biggest and fastest-growing companies from 11 economies across the continent. The ranking is compiled by analysing 
the 325 companies on that list, taking into account a mix of 4 factors: growth, profitability, efficiency and financial 
soundness. Hartalega was 16

th
 in equity capital ratio and also scored high in 5 year average revenue growth. (Source: 

The Edge) 

 
DNeX unit could face fine of RM17m for monopoly abuse 
The Malaysia Competition Commission has proposed to fine Dagang Net Technologies SB RM17.4m for abusing its 
position as a monopoly in the provision of trade facilitation services under the National Single Window (NSW). The NSW 
is a platform that enables traders to undertake trade-related transactions and share their data electronically with other 
parties along the trade supply chain in a paperless, e-trading environment. (Source: The Edge) 
 
KESM declares 12.5 sen interim dividend 
KESM has announced a higher interim dividend of 12.5 sen per share for the FY2018. Their free cash flow has increased 
and the board has proposed an increase in interim dividend of 92% compared to 2017. The dividend, totalling an 
aggregate payment of RM5.4m, will be paid on Aug 17. KESM operates in have been growing steadily in recent years. 
(Source: The Edge) 
  
 Nova Wellness IPO oversubscribed by 2.84 times 
Nova Wellness which aims to raise RM44.9m via an IPO on July 20 this year, the shares made available for public 
subscription under the IPO has been oversubscribed by 2.84 times. The group received 2,200 applications from the 
Malaysian public for 61.36m shares, while it had set aside only 16m shares for the purpose, according to the Malaysian 
Issuing House SB (MIH). Of that, 8m or half of the shares were for bumiputera investors, which saw an oversubscription 
rate of 1.62 times, with 824 applications for 20.94m shares received, MIH said. (Source: The Edge) 
  
G3 Global teams up with US companies to venture into car cloud platform 
Apparel manufacturer G3 Global has teamed up with 2 American companies to venture into a car cloud platform across 
Asean markets as part of its expansion into the Internet of Things. G3 Global’s wholly-owned subsidiary Atilze Digital SB 
has entered into a JV agreement with US-based Gosuncn Welink (USA) Technology Co Ltd and Prospect Industry LLC, 
and this would eventually lead to the incorporation of a JV company between the 3 parties in Malaysia. Under the 
agreement, Atilze will hold 55% of the JV company, while Welink and Prospect will own 30% and 15% respectively. 
Atilze will fund its RM55,000 investment in the JV company via internally generated funds. (Source: The Edge) 

 
MCE lands another Proton contract to supply components, auto parts 
MCE has secured a 2

nd
 contract from Proton this year to supply various electronics components and mechatronic parts 

for new car models over a 9-year period. The contract will generate a total revenue of RM105m, while the estimated 
total investment cost to be incurred will be at RM800,000. MCE said the contract will commence in the 4QFY19. 
(Source: The Edge) 
 
TM unveils RM79 broadband plan for B40 income group 
Telekom Malaysia (TM) has unveiled a new entry-level broadband-only plan that is priced at RM79 per month and is 
exclusive for the bottom 40% income group with a household monthly income of below RM4, 500. Dubbed "unifi basic" 
and to be rolled out on Aug 15, the price of the new high-speed plan which has a 30Mbps internet speed and comes 
with a 60GB monthly usage quota is 55.87% lower than a similar plan it is currently offering at RM179 per month. The 
new plan marks their commitment to bring better affordability and price, speed and coverage for all Malaysians to 
enjoy a seamless digital experience with unifi. (Source: The Edge) 
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Gas Malaysia inks MoU with Japan's Tokyo Gas 
Gas Malaysia has signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with Japan's Tokyo Gas to establish cooperation in 
relation to any new investment in the development of natural gas value chain in the South East Asian region excluding 
Vietnam. The MoU is valid for 2 years. Tokyo Gas is an indirect major shareholder of Gas Malaysia via its 80% stake in 
Tokyo Gas-Mitsui & Co Holdings SB held through its wholly-owned subsidiary Tokyo Gas International Holdings B.V. 
Tokyo Gas-Mitsui & Co Holdings is a direct major shareholder of Gas Malaysia, holding an 18.5% stake. (Source: The 
Edge) 
 
Gabungan AQRS's net profit more than doubles in 2Q 
Gabungan AQRS Bhd's net profit for the 2QFY18 more than doubled to RM19.1m from RM7.23m a year ago, thanks to 
higher revenue from both its construction and property development segments. Quarterly revenue jumped 134% yoy 
to RM187.19m from RM79.83m. For its 1HFY18, the group's net profit jumped 52% yoy to RM35.57m from RM23.37m, 
as revenue strengthened 32% to RM314.69m from RM238.77m. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Lafarge's RM270m cement contract for ECRL suspended due to project's review 
Lafarge Malaysia’s RM270m cement supply contract for the proposed ECRL project has been suspended by China 
Communications Construction (ECRL) SB, following the suspension of the project pending a government review. This 
follows the instruction received by China Communications from Malaysia Rail Link SB on July 3 on the ECRL project 
suspension. Lafarge's wholly-owned subsidiary Lafarge Cement SB had on March 19 executed an agreement with China 
Communications, to supply cement for all eight packages of work for the ECRL project, with a total estimated value of 
RM270m. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Nova MSC disposes 51%-owned Singapore unit Primustech for RM8.9m 
Nova MSC has entered into an agreement with Japan Asia Group Ltd to dispose of its 51% equity interest in Singapore-
based engineering consulting firm Primustech Pte Ltd for S$3m or equivalent of approximately RM8.9m. The loss-
making PrimusTech had performed below management’s expectations, mainly because PrimusTech operated within 
Singapore’s highly competitive market. In addition, the synergistic benefit, which includes having the group working 
together with PrimusTech to provide a one-stop solution for the implementation of smart hospital and smart building, 
would require a longer-than-expected gestation period. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Kumpulan Jetson unit bags RM88m serviced apartment job 
Kumpulan Jetson’s wholly-owned subsidiary Jetson Construction SB has bagged a contract worth RM88.03m to build 4 
blocks of serviced apartments at Jalan Yap Kwan Seng, Kuala Lumpur. The letter of award was received from Ken Wong 
Architect, which issued it on behalf of O&C Makok Isola SB. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Radiant Globaltech's IPO public tranche oversubscribed by 6.7 times 
Radiant Globaltech, en route to list on the ACE Market of Bursa Malaysia on July 24, saw the public portion of its IPO 
oversubscribed by 6.7 times. The retail technology solutions provider said 2,193 applications for 84.99m shares, valued 
at RM19.5m, were received for 11 m new shares that were made available for public subscription. They intend to 
continue to focus on their retail hardware business, while aggressively pursuing growth in our retail software business, 
with near term focus on Indonesian market. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Digi.com 2Q net profit rises 7% on higher postpaid subscriber mix 
Higher postpaid subscriber mix, better quality prepaid base, and good traction on new digital innovations boosted 
Digi.com’s net profit to RM384.3m in the 2QFY18, some 7% more than a year ago. EPS rose to 4.9 sen from 4.6 sen 
previously. Revenue in the quarter was 4% higher to RM1.6bn from RM1.6bn a year ago. The group has announced a 
2

nd
 interim dividend of 4.9 sen per share for the financial year ending FY18, payable on Sept 28. Their service revenue 

grew 2.1% yoy to RM1.5bn in the quarter, anchored by solid postpaid and internet revenue growth. (Source: The Edge) 
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Scientex seeks to build 50,000 affordable homes by 2028 
Scientex is targeting to deliver 50,000 units of affordable homes nationwide by 2028. Their subsidiary Scientex Heights 
SB launched 116 units of 2-storey terrace homes at the 197-acre Durian Tunggal township in Alor Gajah, Melaka under 
the Rumah Mampu Milik Melaka (RMM) programme, which is aimed at addressing the increasing demand for 
affordable quality homes in the state. They received overwhelming response for the maiden launch of Scientex Durian 
Tunggal in end-2017, which not only denotes ample demand, but also buyers’ confidence in affordable homes bearing 
Scientex’s quality and brand name. (Source: The Edge) 
 
JAKS Resources appeals bank guarantee release order 
JAKS Resources is appealing the High Court's decision ordering the release of a RM50m bank guarantee to Star Media 
Group Bhd. The group also filed applications for a stay of execution on the High Court order and an injunction to 
restrain the two issuing financial institutions of the bank guarantee from releasing the proceeds to Star Media. 
Meanwhile, Star Media confirmed that it had been served with the notices of appeal by JAKS and the applications for 
stay of execution and the injunction. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Prasarana says it knew initial RM10b estimate for LRT3 ‘inadequate’ 
Prasarana Malaysia, which has been blamed by the Finance Ministry recently for poor management which resulted in 
the jump of the LRT3 project cost. It had known the initial projected RM10bn cost for the project was inadequate. The 
Cabinet had, in 2015, approved its issuance of government guaranteed bonds of RM10bn for the construction of LRT3. 
The RM10bn government guarantee which was approved on March 30, 2015, only took into account the cost for work 
package contracts and supply of feeder buses (RM9bn), as well as land acquisition (RM1bn). (Source: The Edge) 
 
Bintai Kinden bags RM50.48m contract from TNB 
Bintai Kinden has secured a RM50.48m contract from TNB to build a new GIS switching station in Selangor. They 
received the contract via its wholly-owned unit Kejuruteraan Bintai Kindenko SB, who has been appointed as contractor 
for the construction of the 132kV station. The job, expected to be completed in 540 days from the start date, is 
expected to contribute positively towards Bintai Kinden's future earnings. (Source: The Edge) 
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